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Abstract
Agrarian sector in India is facing rigorous problem to maximize the crop productivity. More than 60 percent of the crop still
depends on monsoon rainfall. Recent developments in Information Technology for agriculture field has become an interesting
research area to predict the crop yield. The problem of yield prediction is a major problem that remains to be solved based on
available data. Data Mining techniques are the better choices for this purpose. Different Data Mining techniques are used and
evaluated in agriculture for estimating the future year's crop production. This paper presents a brief analysis of crop yield
prediction using Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) technique and Density based clustering technique for the selected region i.e.
East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh in India.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Agriculture is the backbone of Indian Economy. In India,
majority of the farmers are not getting the expected crop
yield due to several reasons. The agricultural yield is
primarily depends on weather conditions. Rainfall
conditions also influences the rice cultivation. In this
context, the farmers necessarily requires a timely advice to
predict the future crop productivity and an analysis is to be
made in order to help the farmers to maximize the crop
production in their crops.

From the research article [3], the researcher express that
large amount of data which is collected and stored for
analysis. Making appropriate use of these data often leads to
considerable gains in efficiency and therefore economic
advantages.

Yield prediction is an important agricultural problem. Every
farmer is interested in knowing, how much yield he is about
expect. In the past, yield prediction was performed by
considering farmer's previous experience on a particular
crop. The volume of data is enormous in Indian agriculture.
The data when become information is highly useful for
many purposes.
Data Mining is widely applied to agricultural problems.
Data Mining is used to analyze large data sets and establish
useful classifications and patters in the data sets. The overall
goal of the Data Mining process is to extract the information
from a data set and transform it into understandable
structure for further use.
In this paper the main aim is to create a user friendly
interface for farmers, which gives the analysis of rice
production based on available data. Different Data mining
techniques were used to predict the crop yield for
maximizing the crop productivity.

There are several applications of Data Mining techniques in
the field of agriculture. The researchers implemented [4] KMeans algorithm to forecast the pollution in the atmosphere,
the K Nearest Neighbour is applied [12] for simulating daily
precipitations and other weather variables and different
possible changes of the weather scenarios are analyzed [14]
using Support Vector Machines.
Soil profile descriptions were proposed [15] by the
researcher for classifying soils in combination with GPS
based technologies. They were applied K-Means approach
for the soil classification. In a similar approach, crop
classifications using hyper spectral data was carried out [1]
by adopting one of the data mining approach i.e. Support
Vector Machines. One of the researcher used [9] an
intensified fuzzy cluster analysis for classifying plants, soil
and residue regions of interest from GPS based colour
images.
In the agricultural science, clustering techniques are found
in grading [5] apples before marketing. Weeds were
detected [13] on precision agriculture. The researchers
worked [8] on rainfall variability analysis and its impact on
crop productivity. The effect of observed seasonal climatic
conditions such as rainfall and temperature variability on
crop yield prediction was considered [7] through an
empirical crop model. Furthermore, there are two
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approaches to investigate the impact of climate change on
crop production which include the crop suitability approach
and the production function approach [6].
Researchers were found that the yields of winter wheat are
reduced when temperatures rise, due to the consequent
reduction of the growth phases of the plant [2] and also
concluded that the complexity of a model was based on the
level of detailed analysis [10] or it was less detailed with
only estimations of moisture content [11].

3. OVERVIEW OF DATA
The data used for this paper are obtained for the years from
1955 to 2009 for East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh
in India. The preliminary data collection is carried out for all
the districts of Andhra Pradesh in India. Each area in this
collection is identified by the respective longitude and
latitude of the region. The evaluation is considered for only
East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh in India.
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4.2 Density-based Clustering Technique
The primary idea of Density-based clustering techniques is
that, for each point of a cluster, the neighborhood of a given
unit distance contains at least a minimum number of points.
In other words the density in the neighborhood should reach
some threshold. However, this idea is based on the
assumption that the clusters are in the spherical or regular
shapes.
These methods group the objects according to specific
density objective functions. Density is usually defined as the
number of objects in a particular neighborhood of data
objects. In these approaches, a given cluster continues to
grow as long as the number of objects in the neighborhood
which exceeds some parameter. This is considered to be
different from the idea in partitioning algorithms that use
iterative relocation of points that give a certain number of
clusters.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data are taken in eight input variables. The variables are
'Year', 'Rainfall', 'Area of Sowing', 'Yield', 'Fertilizers'
(Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Potassium) and 'Production'.
The attribute 'Year' specifies the year in which the data are
available in Hectares. 'Rainfall' attribute specifies the
average rainfall in the specified year in Centimetres. 'Area
of Sowing' attribute specifies the total area sowed in the
specified year for that region in Hectares. 'Yield' specifies in
Kilogram per hectare. 'Production' attribute specifies the
production of crop in the specified year in Metric Tons.
'Fertilizers' specify in Tons in the specified year.

4. METHODOLOGY
In this paper the statistical method namely Multiple Linear
Regression technique and Data Mining method namely
Density-based clustering technique were take up for the
estimation of crop yield analysis.

4.1 Multiple Linear Regression
A regression model that involves more than one predictor
variable is called Multiple Regression Model. Multiple
Linear Regression (MLR) is the method, used to model the
linear relationship between a dependent variable and one or
more independent variables. The dependent variable is
sometimes termed as predictant and independent variables
are called predictors.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) technique is based on
least squares and probably the most widely used method in
climatology for developing models to reconstruct climate
variables from tree ring services. This crop yield prediction
model is presented with the use of Multiple Linear
Regression (MLR) technique where the predictant is the
Production and there are seven predictors namely Year,
Rainfall, Area of Sowing, Yield and Fertilizers (Nitrogen,
Phosphorous and Potassium).

In this paper an effort is made in order to know the region
specific crop yield analysis and it is processed by
implementing both Multiple Linear Regression technique
and Density-based clustering technique. These models were
experimented in respect of all the districts of Andhra
Pradesh, but the process of evaluation is carried out with
only East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh in India.
The exact value along with the corresponding estimated
value using Multiple Linear Regression technique for 40
years interval of sample data about East Godavari District is
shown in the Table-1.
The estimated results using Multiple Linear Regression
technique which are ranging between -14% and +13% for 40
years interval.
Table-1: Exact production and estimated values using
Multiple Linear Regression technique.
40 Years Interval
Production
Observation
Percentage
( Exact )
Production
Year
of
( Estimation )
Difference
2000
683423
592461
13
2001

579850

566050

2

2002

551115

579433

-5

2003

762453

722638

5

2004

743614

742752

0

2005

348727

399062

-14

2006

547716

551541

-1

2007

715472

691069

3

2008

716609

697227

3

2009

616567

633494

-3
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The estimation of the crop yield prediction using Densitybased clustering technique for 6-clusters approximation of
sample data about East Godavari District is shown in the
Table-2. The estimated results using Density-based
clustering technique which are ranging between -13% and
+8% for 6-clusters approximation.
Table-2: Exact production and Estimated values using
Density-based clustering technique
6 Clusters
Observation Production
Percentage
Production
Year
( Exact )
of
( Estimation )
Difference
2000
683423
666011
3
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based clustering technique for the 6-clusters approximation
about East Godavari District is shown in the following
Table-3 and Figure-1.
Table-3: Comparison between Exact production and
estimated values using Multiple Linear Regression
technique and Density-based clustering technique
Production ( Estimation)
Production Multiple
DensityObservation
( Exact )
Linear
based
Year
Regression
clustering
technique
technique
2000
683423
592461
666011
2001

579850

566050

651103

2001

579850

651103

-12

2002

551115

579433

566972

2002

551115

566972

-3

2003

762453

722638

703914

2003

762453

703914

8

2004

743614

742752

737897

2004

743614

737897

1

2005

348727

399062

392770

2005

348727

392770

-13

2006

547716

551541

534709

2006

547716

534709

2

2007

715472

691069

791589

2007

715472

791589

-11

2008

716609

697227

676321

2008

716609

676321

6

2009

616567

633494

695574

2009

616567

695574

-13

The comparison between exact production along with the
corresponding estimated value using Multiple Linear
Regression technique for 40 years interval and Density-

Fig-1: Comparison between Multiple Linear Regression technique and Density-based clustering technique
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6. CONCLUSION
Initially the statistical model Multiple Linear Regression
technique is applied on existing data. The results so obtained
were verified and analyzed using the Data Mining technique
namely Density-based clustering technique.
In this procedure the results of two methods were compared
according to the specific region i.e. East Godavari district of
Andhra Pradesh in India. Similar process was adopted for all
the districts of Andhra Pradesh to improve and authenticate
the validity of yield prediction which are useful for the
farmers of Andhra Pradesh for the prediction of a specific
crop.
In the subsequent work a comparison of the crop yield
prediction can be made with the entire set of existing
available data and will be dedicated to suitable approaches
for improving the efficiency of the proposed technique.
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